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C ontributi

Int e rnazionali

Spread of best business ethics corpotate pncttces
in Russian enterprises.,
Dr. Ph.D. PRvE,r MNTYZUENKOV

Ansrnzct:

Tbe

pruent aticle aims to ana!ry the elngree of dffuion of nodem intemational basinus

rcEonibilil and corporategoaelnance in

the enlerprises ofRassianFederalion.The

ethics

practicu like coQorate social
in

releuance of tbis argament stands, on the one hand,

the inmasing lcuel of uonomic, political and trade relations behyeen Earope and Rassia and,

ncond!, in

the inrporlance of recent enhance

of

Russia in the lf/orldTrade OrganiTation which basforRaxian ec0n0n0t not onlt the purelt nmnercial impad, bat ako leads to the cbangu in the businus phiknply and in the wEts to do businus. Frvn this point of uiery the adoption of the best intemational businus practias
can constitute thefertib soilfor Íhe nearingofRassia to the glabal

buinus nmmunì\. Thus,

the resemch aims to

unfi

whether and how the

intensfcation of these relations has an irtpact on corporate calturv in Rtssia anording to modem businus standards.

l. Introduction
The most important process observed in modern Russia is the strengthening of what is
called the "power vertical" or the "vertical of power". The President has concentrated in its
hands the ultimate power of the state. Pro-I(remlin majority in the l)uma provides full support for legislative initiatives of the President. The analysts have pointed to the fact, that the
judicial system, political parties, the media have less influence on the Russian government
and the l(remlin's poJitical line. But the most important reahq, in recent years is iinked to the
fact that President and his entourage have become political "managers" of the wealth and
privileges that can be achieved in Russia tn 21. Century.
Therefore, after realtzing that the political and economic systems in Russia are not divided and pubìic governance and decision making are very personalized, a gfeatet number
of foreign investors based orgatúzat:on of their business on building personal relationships
with the increasingly powerful Russian bureaucracy. That is to say that personal relations,
based on the financial interest goarantees currendy more than those legal and commercial.
The so-called "I(remlinology" is back investors ate following vrith great attention the
changes

of "frameworksfr at the top of the lftemlin. It allows to predict the changes that

may affect the investment climate in Russia 0).

fl

Articolo ad invito.
After the Yukos case (the arrest of the CEO and main shareholder Mikhail l(hodorkovsky 25 October 2003) a
few investors dare to test the patience of the authority of Russia. In this context the case of William Browder, president of Hermitage, a leading global investment fund, who in 2006, on arrival at the international airport in Moscow,
(t)
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The cordial relationship set by Washington in the nineties was based on the assumption that
aid and economic assistance, as well as the association of Russia to Atlantic block, would not
only facilitated its transition to a market economy and democracy, but also guarainteed his acquiescence to the expansion of NATO to the East and the erosion of its influence throughout the
former Soviet space. In part, this approach has been encouraged by the submissive attitude of
Russia. Beyond the need to raise funds and to avoid international isolation, Moscow considered
the cooperation with the U.S. an essential condition fot remaining in the club of major world
pov/ers (z). This explains the very important Russian-American initiative for the safety of former
Soviet nuclear arsenaf which has led in the eaùy nineties, to the transfer in Russia of warheads
deployed in Belarus, I(azakhstan and Ukraine.
The long negotiation process about the participation of Russia in the World Trade Organiz^tron (:) lasted neatly 18 years and terminated with its recent (August, 2012) acceptance which
now requires from Russian economy the adoption of intemational trade principles. The reahzation of policies, measures and instruments aimed to the promotion of intemationally accepted
methods of managena)., accoonting and organzattonù practices by entire Russian business
community turns to become its necessary condition.
Still, many improvements, especially in the indusrial field, modesdy represented by innovative SMEs should be rcahzed. In fact, at the begrrning of financial crisis which has had serious
effects on the Russian economy 1+) the attention was mosdy paid to sustaining of major industrial groups, the main element of Russian economy n2007 the 10 major groups (6 belonged to
the field of oil extraction, 2 steel, 1 to banking and other rail transport) have contributed to the

discovered that his entry visa to Russia had been canceled without explanation, is also very significant. According to
different sources, Browder obtained the status of persona non grata after the harsh criticism of corporate governance
in Russia which, accotding to rù(/estern investots, in Russia must be setiously improved. So, the irivestors who are moraliy ready to accept the further strengthening of the power of the Iftemlin will have a good chance to increase ptofits
from operations in the financial markets of the country.
(2) After the September, 11 the cooperation in antiterrorism has also been intensified. Putin was among the first
wodd leaders to express solidarity with the American people, and declared himself ready to boost joint efforts against
international terrodsm. accredited to the \X4rite House and President Bush as a leader and trusted partfler (September
11 has also given to Putin the right to divert intemational attention from the atrocities of the conffrct in Chechnya, as
well as to present the fight against Chechen secessionists as one of the fronts of the fight against Islamic terrorism)
Source: E. Gneco, R. AtcARo, V. FaenRI "1,.e rela{oni della Russia con Europa e Stati Uniti: suilappi recenti e scenari fatud',
2007. our translation.
(:) The most serious obstacle for Russia's entry in the WTO was represented by the position of Georgia whose
political relations with Russia passed a very tense period: an armed conflict on 7 -1,6 August 2008 involved Georgia on
one side and Russia and South Ossetia and Abkhazia separatist governments on the other. Such situation represented a
worrying factor for the functioning of the economy in general and for the presence of foreign (in particular, Italian)
companies. It is witnessed by the scandal that involved Benetton, when in May 2009, the Novo Group, Benetton's
turkish partner, announced the opening of a clothes shop in Sukhumi, the capital of Abkhazia, the pro-Russian republic which struggles for years against the Georgian central government. The tesult was the order from the Ministry of
Commerce of Georgia to close (even if temporarily) all four Benetton shops in Tbilisi. Political tensions rose further
after the demolition in December of 2009 of the memorial to the fa-llen of World War II in Kutaisi, Georgia's second
city, where the Georgian President Mikhail Saakashvili wanted to trarìsfer the parliament. This action has càused some
controversy and protests not only by Moscow, but also by the Georgian war veterans. However, thete are also positive
signs of improving this situation, like that of March 1,2010 reopening of land border between Russia and Georgia
closed two years before ("SvobodnayaGruzia", "The free Georgia",5 May 2010).
(+) It was estimated that from August till the end of October of 2008 the investors have withdrawn fiom Russia
approximately 1.47 billion dollars. Further it led the caprtal to go out of the risky markets and in front of the difficulties
of bank system, the Russian Government has launched a 200 billion dollars maxi-programme applying loans, tax benefìts and different aids to credit institutions and enterpdses <<Rublo a picco, Mosca alza i tassi>,Il Sole 24 ore, 12 novembte 2008, our elaboration.
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formation of GDP to 28.2o/o 1s). After the financial crisis, in December of 2008 the Government
Committee on increasing the stabiìity of development of the Russian economy, presided over by
First Vicepremier Igor Shuvalov, published a list of 295 most important large companies for the
Russian economy (o).
Number of

Industrial sector

enterpfises

Percentage,

,

Transpott

30

10,2

Enetgl'

36

1))

10

74

Oil and

gas extraction

Coal mining

6

2.0

Communication and mass media

18

6,1

Steel and mining industry

)z

10,8

Chemical and petrolchemical insustry

17

5.8

Automobile industry

5

1.,1

Armament industry

7

1^

Aetonautics

3

Shipbuilding

1,3

1.0

4.4

Engine design

6

Construction of agricultural machinerr,

2

Engineering industry

5

Missile and space industry

19

6,4

)A

2,0

o'7
1.7

Radioelectronics

7

Mechanical engineedng for transportation

A

Machine tool construchon

5

1,7

Building matedals

7

2A

Woodwotking industry
Phatmaceuticals

Large

5

17

1"1

3.7

7

retatT chains

t.4

)L

2.^

Food industrl'

11.5

Civil construction

6

Total

295

2.0
1000

Source: Russian Federation Couerament, our e/ab.

Tabella -

1

The entelprises were chosen according to pararneters like tumover, paid taxes, quantity
personnel (not less than 4 thousand of employees O. Table 1 shows the division by sector

of
of

Data fiom the Federal Statistics Service of the Russian Federation.
According to Consefva: "In case of today's Russia, there are no simple and direct measures for the development of competition and restriction of monopoly considering the specifìc historical heritage of the country. The reason of it stands in the historical delay of almost a century in dealing with such tasks due to the events of Russian history in the twentieth centur/, but also in the factthat the legislature in recent yeats has had to intervene in a situation in
which, on the one hand, competition was almost nonexistent and, secondly, the monopoly held an almost complete
role in the economy (about 80o/o of enterprises and other economic organizations were operating in their respective
spheres of activity in the Soviet state as monopolists). Cfr. CoNsp,Rva M. Russia: commercio innrna{onale e inuutimenti
eiteri, IPS OA, 200'7 (our translation).
O Th. greatest concern for the Government was that to see increasing unemployment, which in March of 2009
(s)
(6)
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companies which benefited from this initiative (a).
So, Russian economy fronts a serious challenge - transition to an innovative way of development that means not simply growth of innovative activity, and qualitative changes in the maj"tity of spheres of economy. Still the rca1tz211ot of these changes is impossible without the
adoption of modern governance practices to intemationally recognized standards, the object of
present work.

2. Corporate governance practices in Russian business
The transformation of the economic system started from an extensive process of ptvatTzation which has assumed in some countries particular charactenstics and, especially in strategic
sectors, is not yet complete. As fat as, in particular, Russia is concemed the process took the
form of "mass pÀvartzaton", in which the ownership of companies that had belonged to the
State was ffansferred for free to the communiry by means of vouchers, mainly in the period
1992-1,994

0.

The princtpal features of the Russian model of pnvaazation can be summarized as follows(o):

o

.

mass corporatizatton in the course of privatizatton (more than 30,000 open joint
stock companies v/ere created in Russia; there are more of these companies in Russia
than in the rest of the countries of Eastern and Central Europe and the CIS combined);
malgr.special.advantages for insider employees and managers, and their widespread

participauon

o
o

in pflvalzatlon (at the very outset of the pnvatlzatton pfocess 50-60

percent of shares were transferred to insiders for vouchers (or sold for cash));
mass sale (or free distribution) of shares in privatized enteqprises for vouchers, which
were issued to all citizens for a symbolic charge;
the freely transferable nature of the vouchers and their free circulation on the market,

reached 10%. The consequences of the crisis in Russia also urged the workers of the "strategic" sectors to become
farmers: it's the case of Magnitogorsk Iron and Steel Works, the largest steel industry in the country (25 thousand
employees), which has provided the workers with one thousand lots of land around the plant to grow poratoes, even
offering them transportation on the field and a 24.hour security service a day. Source: <<Dalle acciaierie ai campi di

patatetn Sole 24 Oie,
€)

1o May,2009.
be recognized that the anticrisis measures aken in 2009 were generally aimed to limit the impact

A"y-"y, it should

of

the recession, without ensuring the modemization of the national productive system and to ensure the long-term grornth
objectives. It follows that the growth in the short term will be unstable and slower than expected, the economy continues ro
depend on intemational demand for mw materials and based on a model of subsidies that the government was planning to
leave before the outbreak of the crisis. Instead, among the most important objectives set for 201.1. úe acceleration generated
by the Russian administration in the process of modemization of the countrywith the ídentification of five priority objectives
(energy efficiency, information technology and telecommunicadons, healthcare and pharmaceutical sector, space and nuclear)
stands out.

f) In connection with the state's hold on large blocks of shares in so-called strategic enterprises, by virrue of the size
of these enteqprises (this situation is typical of other countries as well, such as Hungary, the Czech Republic, Poland, and
others), the structure of corporate ownership and, accordingln the subsequent tra,ectory of development of colporare
governance, differed shalply at enterprises in the petroleum and gas industry, the electric pov/er industry, and telecommunications, where the state's stake was usually around 38-51 percent, and the insiders' stake was 20-30 percent, compared
to the majority of enteqprises in light industry, the food industry, and the production of building materials, in which the
state's stake was nonexistent or was in the 10-15 percent range, and insiders played a dominant role.
(10) Source: Vastuev D., Corporale Gouemance in Rassia: Is Tberv Aryt Chance of Inprcuement ?, Emst&Young, 2000, Moscow.
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which made it possible for processes invoiving the concentration of ownership to
begrn considerably sooner than the actual sale of shares (approximately 25-30o/o of
citizens sold the vouchers they received, and one-third of these vouchers that were
sold went into the hands of foreigners);
the sale of shares under certificate-based pflvattzatlon both directly and through intermediaries - certiftcate investment funds (some 25 million citizens became shareholders in 450 such funds). The certificate investment funds '\r/ere the first collective
inves tment institution in po st- communist Rus sia.
the open nature of joint-stock companies created in the course of privatiz^tJon,
which ailowed the processes of redistribution of ownership through the free sale of
shares to begin.
On average, n 1.994 insiders accounted for 60-ó50/o of shares held in pnvanzed enteqprises,
outside sharehoiders accounted for 1&12o/o, and the state's ownership was as high as 1.7o/o.
Still, the gradual removal of the State from entrepreneurial functions was not sufficient
to revive Russian economy. Some basic problems have continued to characterrze the colporate governance: lack of transparency, especially in relation to compulsory financial communication, non-compliance with laws and poor enforcement of judicial decisions, the lack of
trust between the operators of the economic system in abroad sense (entrepreneurs, workers, consumers, lenders) which is a serious legacy of the communist regime. It should also
be added here the rapidity of implementation of the pflvaLízatlon process: in fact, companies
have changed ownership and institutional aspects faster than the trme of enactmerit of the
des necessary to face the new situation and emerging needs of consumers induced by the
increased availability of wealth.
Even in presence of complete and coordinated law apparafus (ir), many Russian companies are still lacking in terms of principles, structures and processes of coqporate governance,
and it remains weak, with extreme concentration of capital and weight of authoritarianism
and bureaLucfacy.In particular,the influence of poJ-iticai circles is stil1 the most serious cause
of the limited effectiveness of government bodies and control in various companies, the
transparency is unsatisfactory, glven that communication tends sometimes to hide the imbalance of government activities towards the personal goais of managers (rz).
The efforts of public authorities has found a valuable complement in seif-discipline with
the pubìication of the Code of coqporate conduct rn 2002 that has been shared with foreign
and supranational agencies 1t). In 2002 the "\ùf,hite Paper on Colporate Governance in Rus-
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sia", a result of collaboration between the OECD, the \7odd Bank and the Russian Colporate Governance Roundtable was also published.
In 2004 a further contribution to the improvement of coqporate governance in Russian
companies came from a pool of experts established under the initiative of the International
Financial Coqporatior\ a member of the Wodd Bank and governments of the United States,
Nethedands and Switzerland, which led the preparation of a set of recommendations coordinated uiith the Russian Code of Conduct. Ail documents contain recommendations on:
the princrples for sound governance, the composition and functioning of institutional bodies, relations with shareholders, trafrsparency and communication to stakeholders. In particular, emphasis was given to the issue of disclosure, confirming the need for accuracy and
clanty of disseminated messages, that need to be adjusted to meet the expected knowledge
of the social partners.
The mechanisms of colporate governance are required to ensure responsibility of the
board of directors towards shareholders, managers - towards the board of directors, majority shareholders - towards those of the minority, enterprise - towards workers and society in
general. Coqporate governance should errsure that all these groups and institutions perform
in the best way their functions maintaining the balance of interests.
In compliance with the variety and great number of classes of stakeholders interested in

the correct cotporate governance, the complex regulatory environment on the Russian
company provides more severe rules on increasing the number of shareholders of the companf, which is generally associated with the size and business the presence of minority
shareholders. These rules rcIate in particul^r to the organs and functions of control (internal
and external) and how to vote at the meeting. In fact, the existence of different classes of
shareholders and a multitude of expectations (not only economic) requires compliance with
specific rules designed to ensure equal treatrnent to curb the discretion of insiders (in particular, administrators and managers) and prevent transactions that could transfer wealth to
them with an improper distribution of value produced by the management.
The system bf óolporate governance that Russian joint-stock companies may use depends, first, on the number of shareholders, on which the following factors depend:
. the right or the obligation to establish a supervisory board as an intermediate body
between the general meeting of shareholders and top management: the requirement
is established in companies with 50 shareholders. Once the 50 shareholders are exceeded it becomes also mandatory the legal form of open company, in order that
there can not be restrictions on the movement of shares on the market (for example,
the consent of other shareholders);
o the number of supervisory board members with minimum of 5, 7 or 9 components
per society with at least 50, 1.000 or 10.000 shareholders (+).
So, in large companies the vertical two-tier system is provided, whose adoption is voluntary for smaller fìrms, where the small number of shareholders makes easier the direct control of the management executed by the property.
The vertical two-tier system tends to characteflze the fractional ownership companies,

ethicali4t of corporate gzaernance dccisions in Rassia: utili4ng integratiue social contracts theory to eaaluate the relevance of agenE theory
norrzs, Academy of Management Review, vol. 33, n. 1, 2008, pp. 1 1-31 .
(1a)

Source:

Sanrost D.,

Corporate gzuernance, controllo e trasparen<a,

Franco Angeli, 2009.
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while in the presence of high concentration of ownership it is possible to adopt the one-tier
system of colporate governance. The latter should be less expensive, providing a single organ with both management and monitoring skills, or even a single general manager controlled by the assembly. If one-tier system is adopted, the law imposes a strict separation
between the positions of president and chief executive officer. However, it is not uncommon to circumvent this prohibition, confirming that the Russian system still suffers from
severe shortcomings in terms of fairness and legality.
The Russian legislation is quite permissive as companies can also choose a hybrid co{porate governance system, a semi-dualistic one, where members of the supervisory board - r.rp
to one quarter of the total - may also take positions in the executive board of management.
A further vaflant is the implementation of a horizontil. two-tier system (if Statute permits)

where the shareholders'meeting appoints both the supervisory board and the management
board, which are separated.
In companies with more than 50 shareholders, the main system is still that vertical twotier. In parttcular, it consists of the following bodies set and regulated by law: the shareholders' meeting, the supervisory board, the general director, possibly assisted by the board of
management, the external auditor.
The shareholders' meeting appoints the supervisory board and the external audito\ approves the budget and the distribution of profits, decides on extraordtnary operations.
The shareholders' meeting is often dominated by a shareholder or a group that holds a
Iarge proportion of securities and granted voting rights, with the risk that minorities
not
^re
adequately protected. However, Russian iaw gives to them the power to act effectively
with
rcgard to transactions with related parties which are represented, in various circumstances,
by the majortq. The legal system is charactenzed, therefore, by the so-called "paradox of
minority shareholders", such that minority shareholders can not influence the choices of
current management, while they have the power to authorrze or block transactions beneficial to the majority which has established collusive relationships with management.
The supervisory board plays a centrù role in colporate governance of Russian companies, taking on responsibilities in relation to:
o the formulation of generai direction of corporate governance and strategies;
. the appointment, the guidance and supervision of the General Director and, where
applicable, the management board. More precisely, the monitoring on executive bodies results to be the obligation imposed on them to submit the aepical and unusual
transactions to the approval of the supervisory board, which prepares the general
guidelines for the operations in question and may put its motivated veto (rs).

In accordance to best international practices, the supervisory board should establish internal committees to delegate specific tasks, while retaining fulI responsibility for taking decisions. The Russian Coqporate Governance Code recommends in particular the establish(1s) A survey conducted in 2003 shows that the approval of unusual transactions is the most often assigned function to the supervisory board (79% oî cases), after the appointment and dismissal of its chairman (710/o).In this regard
it is stated that this position must be attributed to a body member different from CEO who may be part of the supervisory board if the company uses the semi-dualistic system of governing. The research showi, however, that sóme
Russian supervisory boards also perform functions of the shareholders' meeting, as the exrernal auditor (25o/o) and the
appointment and dismissal of the supervisory board of the same (18%). Source: International Financial Corporation,
Regiona I S unel

o

n Corporate

C o aernan ce Pmcrt ces, August,

2003.
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ment of committees composed entirely of independent members, such as the audit committee, the nomination and remuneration committee, the Committee for co{porate governance
and resolving conflicts between shareholders and society. The supervisory board should also
appoint the Strategic Committee and the Ethics Committee.
$7ith reference to the executive bodies, the Russianlaw requires the appointment of the
General Director, responsible for current management in front of the supervisory board and
the shareholders' meeting.
The General Director can operate individua\ or be part of a management board; although this is a voluntary body, the code of practice recommends that each company is established and is chaired by the General Director (to;.
Finally, the verification and inspection pov/ers are assigned to independent parties, internal or external to the company. In this sense, th. Code of Conduct emphasizes the importance of internal auditing service, which reports directly to the supervisory board or audit
committee, while the law makes it mandatory to appoint an extemal auditor, appointed by
the Assembly to which he must report on the adequacy of the accounting system and regulanq, of financial communication.

3.

Corporate Social Responsibiliry spread within Russian enterprises

After the introduction of sustainable development term ("r.rth this term the Report of the
Brunddand Commission has defìned in 1987 the development that gaarantees the satisfaction of the needs of modem generations without compromising the ability of future generations to meet theirs) and publication n 1,997 of the famous essay byJohn Elkington 1tz) the
concept of coqporate social responsibiJity began to diffuse. It formahzed the idea of the impossibiJity of separation of the economic effects of business management from those environmental and social. This approach has found many practical applications and the number of
companies that prepare their sustainability reports according to this scheme continues to grow.

uN

roo

I

8O

60
f 2CrO5
r ?oca

40
20
o

Fig.

1:

Dynamics of sustainability reports elaboration in different countries (%).

Source: KPMG International Sunrey of Coqporate Responsibility Reporting 2008, our elab.

(16) The shareholders' meeting may delegate the powers of the Director General to an outside manager (individual
or company) and this situation is typical of the states of crisis and turnaround, when an external entity is most qualified
to perform analysis on the conditions in which concerns the company, to seek solutions and implement them with
objectivity and independence.
(1) It is the book "Cannibals With Forks: the Triple Bottom Line of 21st Century", which introduces the term "triple bottom line" which is currendy the most widely used theoretical basis of models of social accountability, particularly in the European scenario. It orients and the determines corporate sustainability performance in the evaluation
process by incorporating the results achieved by the enterprise in the economic, social and environmental spheres.
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The Fig. 1 shows the by-country percentage distribution of the enteqprises which elaborate reports on sustainabttity O.As one can see, just thtee years ago Russia didn't belong to

significant samples of CSR-nations. Nowadays more than half of Russian companies currently report on CR which - glven that the country is a relative newcomer to CR - is a
promising sgnal for future developments. Indeed, all srgns point to a continued increase in
Chinese and Russian reporting that should soon bring them to levels currently achieved by
Sweden, Spain and the Nethedands.
However, not all developing and emerging markets have made garns with a number of important markets still seeing very low levels of reporting. Ody 20 percent of Indian companies
report on CR" 37 percent in Taiwan and 18 percent in Israel. Singapore, often a leader in adopting leading business practices, also saw comparatively iow reporting rates of 43 percent.
Russian economic system, which passed a difficult period of transition from plan to market
economics and the formation of civil sociery is acquring, thanks in part to the contributions of
foreign companies operating in Russia, the approaches and \il/estem companies' own management methods. Among these, the Coqporate Social Responsibility is a new phenomenon in the
business environment, that this part of work is going to analyze. In facg this issue presents significant interest because, while the researches relating to social responsibiJity in the \il/est are
quite nurnerous, few are those dedicated to CSR in developing countries, particularly in Russia,
where it is spreading as a cotporzite practice only for few years.
Public discussion on CSR regards only functioning of business. This is understandable: the
representatives of the business world in Russia do not undergo unique attitudes (and often even
negative) from different social groups O
the State is unable to invest effectively in the activi^dRussian companies have not yet reached a level that
ties aimed at reducing the social needs, while
could create social wealth in sufficient volumes to meet those needs.
In general, th. discussion of CSR reflects the situation in which the business acts as a
"scapegoat" in the debates about the fairness of the mechanisms of creation of social goods and,
what is even more important, the fairness of their distribution. However, today Russia's economic society has become aware of the factthat the social activities of enteqprises can have positive economic effects on the business. Entrepreneurs have recogruzed in the CSR an effective
tool for non-financial risks management and do not consider more investrnents in social responsibility as philanthropy or as expenses for Public Relations.
The definition adopted by the Association of Managers of Russia affirms: "Social responsibility is the philosophy of behavior and the concept of business activities conduct, aimed to:
. realtzation of high quality products and services to consumers;
. creation of attracttve jobs, paylng fair wages to the reahzatton of investment in hu-

r
.
'

man potential development;
comply with tax, ecolog1cal,labour ecc. laws;
creation of relationships marked by clarity and transparency with all stakeholders;
value creation both for the company and for stakeholders and the growth of the wel-

(18) The sample consisted of 2200 companies (over 1600 of the previous research conducted by KPMG in 2005):
100 largest companies of the 22 countnes of the wodd. In addition to those shown on the figure it also included Bra-

zil, Pornrgal, South I(orea, Australia, Finland, Swizedand, South Africa, Hungary, Norway, Romania, Denmark, Mexico and Czech Republic.
(1e) The reasons for such attitude have their roots in economic reforms realtzsl by Boris El'tsin government that
led to a shalp increase in social inequalities and the poverry rate in Russia, made worse during the next financial crisis

of

1998.
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.

farc of shareholders;
to consider the expectations of society and ethical standards in business practice;
contribute to the formation of civil society by mearrs of the implementation of local society development projects"

(zo;.

Russia, as well as other countries, carries out the standards in social responsibility and sustainable developrnent. The first attempt to standardize the reporting of the forms of social
responsibility has been rcahzed only at the end of 2005 when at the Federal Agenry on Technical Regulations and Metrology e1) the Technical Committee of Standardizatlon "Social Responsibiliry" was created. Its objective is that to develop the national standards in the fìeld of
CSn standardtze tenninology and principles and regulatory information exchange. It can be
said that the current standardiz.afon system has inherited many features of the Russian Soviet
experience, whose authority in this fìeld was very high throughout the wodd (zz;.
The above Technical Committee joined representatives of state structures and social organTzatLons of excellence, as well as companies that have ùready gained wo:k experience in
this field. The leaders of the Committee pointed out that according to the Federal Law "On
Technical Regulation" all national standards came into force after 1 July 2003, including
those on social responsibthty, are purely voluntary.
At this time the very active discussion about the forms of non-ftnanciaJ, reporting is continuing. The Chamber of Commerce and Industry of the Russian Federatio" e has introof companies and organlz^ttons registered in
duced the standard "The social
^cco1rflt^bility
the Russian Federation. Methodologrcal advices". This standard, designed taking into account the basic principles and standards 4A1000 and GRI, says that "the most impor-tant
element of the prepar^fon of the thematic sections of the budget is the orgatizatton of social dialogue with all stakeholders of the company".
The document proposes seven thematic sections: l."Quality and competitiveness of

products and serviìest'; 2."Honesty and transparency in .the conduct of business";
3."Strategi c, tacttcal and ethical behaviors of entrepreneurs"; 4."Health and well-b9ing of iLs
employeés"; S."Safety ir the workplace and orgafiz^tton of sporting events and tourist";
129

pij

"Doklad o sotsial'nykh investitsiyakh v Rossii", "Report on social inuestment in Russia",2004, our transl.
Ex-Goskomstat, thé State Committee of Russian Fèderation fot Standartization, Metrology and Certification.

It

was founded on the 15 of Settembrc 1'925,its headquartet is at Moscow.
(2) Just remember that in L976, at the height of th9 Cot{ War, the Head of Gosstandart Vlsily.Boitsov was unani.tto,rìty Élected in Geneva President of the Intàrnational Standartizmion Organzatign_(ISO), FlLuditg gl"Ful o.rganzation fór the establishment of industry and commercial standards. MarvzrmN<ov P. L.a aandardiTTa4one nelle a{endt rwsse
nelperiodn di transi{one: probleni e prospittiue,Proceedings of 10" Convegno_nazionale di AIDEA Gigvani 'lI g.rocessi di standardtzzazione n azienia, usp.tti irtitoziona)i, orgNizzaavt,managendt, frnanz:raÀ e contabili", F. Ange[ Milano, 2006'
and Industry-of the Russian Federation is the-countty's largest_busi1z:; The system of Chambers of Commeice
,r.rr'.ó**oniry including 83 Chambers of subjects of the federation and 90 chambets of the local authorities. In all,
the Chambe, of Co--er"ce and Indusrry of the Russian Federation includes over 36,500 oryarn1? yo\s.with different
legal status and individual entrepreneurs."It also includes 192 business associations active at the federal level, and orrer
2d0 regional orglrnizations It wàs founded by the Decree of the Tèmporaty Ggyerllent of 1'9 (6) october 1'917 "On

the FJundation"

of the Chambers of

Commerce and Industry", wàs ratified

in

1932 the Statute

of the Union of

and Industry of the USSR.
Since 1993, following the adoption of the Law "On Chambers of Commetce and Industry in the Russian Federation",
the Chamber of Coirmerce ànd Industry of the Russian Federation holds the status of non-government non-profit
orgarizafon Chamber members can be-individual and legal-persons active in the commercial sector. CIrrendy,-it_is
mlmber of the International Chamber of Commerce, wfuch has consultative status at the United Nations and the
Wo4d Federation of Chambers of Commerce, Eutochambres (Association of Eutopean Chambers of Commerce)
and the Confederation of Chambers of Commerce of the countries' East Asia and the Pacific.

Chambers

of Commerce

and in March 1,972 and was renamed the Chamber

of Commerce
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6."The p^rttcrpatton in the deveiopment of intellectual and spiritual potential of society";
T."Respect for the environment and eco-compatibility". Each of these sections is provided
with the instructions on the topics to be developed (zr.

4.

Conclusions

The situation created after the global financial crisis makes it possible for the Russian
economy to move towards a new national economic rcaltty. The crisis was a catalyst fot a
new v/ay of thinking that has allowed to review all the traditional approaches to the ecowill be
nomic system of Russia, adopting those new and more advanced. Particular
^ttentton
glven to maintain jobs through, for example, the development of specific programs for the
rehabilitation and vocational training for workers in sectors at risk of dismissal.
The crisis is not a reason to give up long-term projects for the modertizatton of the
country: rn fact, this process will be intensified and accelerated. The main objective, especially after the entrance to \7TO, is to change the current model of economic growth, based
almost exclusively on energy resources, and to adopt a new one based on the last achievements of international business community. It also provides incentives to increase energy
efficiency, investments in human capitd, (education and public health) and the rcahzatton of
the neces sary tnfuastructure. In this new situation, the main drivers of growth must be represented by a creative economy, an economy based on modern thought, the experience gained
from more developed countries of the wodd and advanced business practices, which spread
among the Russian companies has been anùyzed in this work.
PRvE,r MTryZrrBNKoV
Dr. Ph.D.
National Research University, Higher School of Economics
25/12, Bolshaja Pecherskaya Ulitsa, Nizhny Novgorod, 603155, Russia

(2a) It may be noted that setting this standard is very similar to the French model of social accountability in busi
ness practices introduced in this country with the Law No 77-769 of l,2July 1977. Lccording to this law companies
with more than three hundred employees were subject to an annual social report. However, the application of this
legislation has been progressive in the sense that it has entered into force for companies with more than 750
employees since 1.979- and since 1982 for those with more than three hundred. Article +ig-: aefìned the social repon
as a single document which will bring together key fìgures that help the company assess the situation in the social field,
taking note of the achievemerìts and to measure changes in the course of the year and the previous two years. Just as
the Russian analogue of the French social report also contains severr chapters on "Emplo1ment", "Wages and fringe

benefits", "Conditions of hygiene and safety", "Other conditions of work", "Training", "Industrial Relations", "Other
conditions of life caused by the firm", which should be futther developed according to a set of indicators. DE SaNrIs
G., VnNtnnna A.M. "I/ bilancio sociale dellinpreîa", Franco Angeli, 1980; BacNoLI L., puale responsabilità sociale per
l'impresa?, Franco AngeJi, 2004; HINNAL. "I/ bilancio sociald',Il Sole 24 Orc,2002; RuscoNI G., DonrcarrI M. "Teoria
generale del bilancio nciale e applica{oni pratichî', Franco Angeli, 2004.

